Business Social Software
Powering The Digital Enterprise

BusOps with Jeera
Jeera is business social software specifically designed to improve the quality and accelerate the delivery of your
BusOps projects. Through leveraging a highly collaborative tool set it improves utilization, transparency and
communication among teams, stakeholders and external partners.
Jeera incorporates a powerful mix of social working, project management and real-time communications that blend
seamlessly to deliver unparalleled results maximizing the return on your business projects.
Put simply, better quality decisions and outcomes delivered faster.

Business projects today
When it comes to project deliverables, it is well documented that cost and time overruns are typical across all industries.
From an operational point of view this is because:
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Planning within a changing environment is problematic
It’s a challenge aligning people and activities to achieve business goals
Tracking progress and identifying bottlenecks takes too long to prevent delays
Executives lack access to real-time analytics and so are unable to make effective interventions
Off-plan risks are unseen until they have become issues
Email communication between project stakeholders introduces latency
Project boards make decisions, based upon reporting information already out of date

Leveraging technology for competitive advantage
With a rapidly changing technological landscape coupled with the increased competitive climate, organizations need to
embrace new technologies that help to manage today’s workstyles, content, communication and collaboration.

How can Jeera help me?
Designed for BusOps and to increase project delivery success, the Jeera SaaS environment offers a full set of tools to
do everything required within a project and allows remote access to project services.
Jeera is a full stack solution giving you greater productivity and agility to boost team working performance.
With Jeera you are naturally empowered to:

Lead and define the success factors
Plan and share tasks with internal and external contributors
Discover and harness organizational talent
Dissolve silos through allowing teams to self-organize into project streams
Align work activity with goals and strategy
Direct purposeful communication
Monitor progress and results accurately, and in real-time
Know about off-plan events through multi-channel notifications
Organize strategic information for easy access
Create best practice templates to rapidly set up projects
Preserve knowledge through a digital memory that can be recalled anytime

Your Virtual Assistant
Jeera’s virtual assistant, JAI is there to help you understand the activities that matter, just as a project coordinator
would do. JAI is fully automated, and collects key project information in real-time. So, no need to search for important
information just ask JAI.

We would love to tell you more
Get in contact: Telephone +44 (0)2476 158430

Email info@ideascast.com
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